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I. Introduction 
* -  
This documsnt is intended t o  serve as a supplment to Iw 33-168, "The Orbit 
Detenainstion Program of The Jet Propulsion Laboratory", by R.H. hdson, M.W. N e a d ,  
and W.R. Warner. 
basis of the  o r b i t  determination program (OW) than is given in TM 33-168, but it i s  
It attempts to provide a more detailed description of the theoret ical  
not s t r i c t l y  necessary to read the material presented here h order to achieve an 
abi l%ty  to operate t h e  progrem. buever  i f  one is interested i n  the derivation of 
formulas used by t he  OIIP or i f  information on the basis of par t icu lar  computational 
techniques i s  desired, then this document can be of dome use. 
In i t s  present form, that is as a Section 312 Technical Xmmrandum, t h i s  
document is available to Jm, personnel om. Eventually we intend to release it 
along with TI4 33-3.68 as a Technical Report for wider dis t r ibut ion.  
suggestions pertaining to additions to the  content or corrections to erroneous 
material would be appreciated by the author. Unfortunately the n o t a t h  of 1pI 33-168 
and t h i s  memorandum are no t  the same, although when t h e  two documents are released h 
t h e  Technical Report form the notation used here will prevail .  
Therefore any 
The notation used 
has  been described i n  RI 312-107. "The Standard Nomenclature for Orbit Determination", , 
Hard copy (HC) $3- &? 
Microfiche (MF! 75 
ff 653 July 65 
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J.D. Andereon, P.R. PeaboaY, and W.R. Warner, and as such will probabw be 
b c h d e d  in the proposod Technical Report as a table of nomenclature. 
I1I* Statist ical  Hodel 
The O W  uses a weighted l e a s t  squares parameter estimation procedure 
w i t h  the  refinsrnant t ha t  a-priori information on the parameters along w i t h  t h e i r  
statistics exert an influence on the estimate. 
called B e y e s  o&im?&tion and it provide8 considerable f l e x i b i l i t y  in that t h e  dah 
from a par t iau lar  experiment can be partitioned into blocks bo that the e s t ims tbn  
of parameters for a current block of data can be combined w i t h  a l l  previous data 
blocks through the introduction of t h e  a-priori information. 
space f l i g h t  i t  i s  possible to perform the o r b i t  determination in a series of phases. 
For exanple on a planetary mission the data from the portion of the f l i g h t  where 
t h e  sun dominates the  probe might be reduced first with an epoch for t h e  posit ion and 
velocity parameters ( the i n i t i a l  conditions) taken sometime near  in3ection into t h e  
hel iocentr ic  orb i t .  
foxward to  a new epoch a t  a time shor t ly  before planetary encounter. 
quant i t ies  would then represent a-priori information for the reduction of data 
taken h e n  the  probe w a s  dominated by the *get planet. 
the  f l i g h t  up into these two pa r t s  are 1. there is a numerical advantage i n  that the 
data is less sensi t ive t o  variations i n  the initial conditions taken a t  an epoch not 
to0 far removed from the times of observation and 2. by separating the problem into 
two parts, the  heliocentric and planet centered data can be analieed mre o r  1888 
independently, thus giving the analyst considerably -re flexibility 5.n t h e  poat 
flight reduction of the data. 
In  t h i s  form the procedure is often 
Thus for problarns in 
N e x t  the parameters and t h e i r  covariance matrix could be mapped 
These mapped 
The advantages i n  Spl i t t ing  
- 
t 
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In the f o r a i l r t i o n  of the parameter statistics, an attempt is made to  
provide a fairly realistic parameter covariance matrix which will depend on the 
a-prior i  parameter covariance matrlx ana on the assumptions as to the  statistical 
mdel for the dah. the rgstmt8tic error8 htroctuced by leaving out important 
parametera in the aolution for tbe parameter o s t h t e  are included in a statistical 
A. Estimation Formula 
Although sumation notation is used i n  the defini t ion of the normal 
equations i n  Section If B of TH 33-168, it i s  easier to justif 'y the use of various 
expressions in t h a t  section w i t h  matrix notation instead. 
as given I s  indicative of the computational technique used i n  the processing oi 
the  data [~( l ) ,  &(Z), ..., e(N)] , namely the matricea J and 2 are construbted 
sequentially througb the single suunations. 
weighted ~ u a r  of squares of the  residualo can be written 
The summation notation 
Howsver in matrix notation the 
here t h e  residulas (1 - g) are arranged in an N x 1 column matrix urd the 
weighting matrix Win an N x M diagonal matrix. 
The elements of are t h e  actual  observations while those of 3 represent 
the computsd valuee as a function of the parameters E; hi& are a b j e c t  t o  e s t h t b n .  
. 
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Tho equations of condition relate variations in 2 t o  variations in ,x through 
the variational matrix Ax. 
be = Ax (3) 
If there  are W paraaeters in 
M x 1 matrices &(I) defined in Section XI B of Tn 33-166 it orrn be writtea h a 
then A is an N x M matrix and in terms of the  
partitioned fora. 
A =  
The a-pr ior i  term which en ters  i n  the n o d  equations arises from a 
consideration of the a-priori values 
w i t h  residuals  given by - 3. n u s  the weighted a m  of squares of the residual8 
of t h e  parameters as additional observations 
18 WittOn 
Ly 
is an M x M generally non diagonal weighting matrix for the -1 where f 
u 
observations. 
t h e  a-priori  parameters 5 
The inverse matrix rx is interpreted as a covariance matrix on 
u 
Now a minimisation of Q define. the parameter ortimate a in t he  o r b i t  
determination program. 'he first variation in Q is 
w 
-5- 
and in order that Q be stationary for arbitrary paraeter var ia t ions & it is 
necessary tha t  the term i n  braces be null. 
mmxlma versus  mini^ points the parameter estimate 5 is defined by 
Uithout discussions of uniqueness or 
* 
* 
Fxpaa a prac t i ca l  viewpoint 4I.l that is required of 
absolute tPinimization of Q. 
incidental .  However an can be found as a solution to these w non linear 
algebraio equations i n  t h e  I4 unknown parameters; numerical methods are used to 
ac tua l ly  obtain t h e  solution. 
column matrix of the form 
is  that it provide an 
The f ac t  that it will also s a t l s e  E q .  (7) is  
* 
First of all a function of B is defhetl aa a 
The solution t o  E q .  (7) I s  obtained by the Newton-Raphson procedure which etres 
3 (ntl), the  value of 3 a t  the rd-1 
i t e ra t ion .  
* * * 
i t e ra t ion ,  in teras of 8 (n) a t  the  na 
The procedure requires the first variation of equation ( 8 )  
or w i t h  &9. 3 
-6- 
Actually the  matrix Ax is itself a function of ,x and there i8 therefore an 
addi t ional  variation i n  (9). It is also poaaible t o  construct s i tua t ions  
uhere the data weights in W depend on z; they mey be h c t i o n s  of g, the compubd 
data matrix. iiuwever them variations are neglected in the formation of Sq. 10 
and in  fact aqxwlsnce haa shown that the convergence to  the  solution 3 is not 
bdr.rsel~ affected bJI the  neglect of the variation8 in Ax and W. 
I t e r a t ion  f o d a  t h a t  is used to obtain the weie;hted least squares emtinrat. of 
Therefore, the  
the o r b i t  is &van by 
where 
m 
program I s  concerned. Actually this is not a l w a y s  necessary-to achieve convergence. 
B. Parameter Covariance & t r h  
To obtain an expression I' for the covariance matrix on the parameter 
X * 
estimate g a linearity asmnaption ia introduced. 
values for the parameters were inserted i n  the  i t e r a t i o n  formula (12). 
an estimate of the parameters would be computed t h a t  would Qiffer fm the actual  
parameters by x - 3 anct In  fact M e  linear exproasion for t h i o  difference is 
given si.nt5t1.y by ~ q .  (U) above. 
Suppose that the actual 
Then 
0 
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T r = Zg where a is the error on 5 and the bar over the quantity indicates X 
its 0 x p e C t e d  d u e .  
a tdro mean. 
giv- bs 
For exauple &c = 0 if the e m r  in 5 is dist r ibuted about 
* 
B e  covariance matrixon the paraanotsr estimate is therefore 
* * 
It may be somewhat confusing t o  take an ensemble average over (3 - 3) (x - ZIT 
* 
when only one sample of 8 i s  available. However 4. (15) expresses only a 
theore t ica l  averaging of the  e r ror  5 - 5 and thus the  matrix r, represents 
8 model of the covariance matrix that could be computed empirically if ths 
space f l i g h t  i n  question could be performed many U e s  under exactly the  same 
conditions. 
* 
The expression f o r  rx is obtained by subst i tut ing q. 14 in E q .  15. 
T T 
and (5 - 3) f is set equal t o  zero which The expected value of f (z - 3) 
implies t ha t  there is no correlation betwsen the errors i n  the a-priori  values 
of the parameters and the  data errors. hu#l equation (U) it is  clear  that - 
1 -  [ J + r - l  cy IT because covariance matrices are always syarmetrkal. 
X X 
That is  
JET PROPULSIOW LABORBTORI -8- 
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T T Now expressions are needed for fl and (z - JC) - 3) . By def ini t ion 
- 
Before forming aT from EQ. 15  a nore general s i tua t ion  is considered 
recognizing t h a t  cer ta in  parameters might be used in the fonnation of 
but t h a t  they might not be included i n  the set of parameters 5. I n  other words 
the set of all parameters p t h a t  completely specifies the data z i s  parti t ioned 
into the set 3 which is subject t o  estimation and the set p whoee elements are 
set equal to  their a-priori values 
a t  x and 
and he ld  fixed. Thus f is actually evaluated 
However the "true" value of 2 i s  given by x) ao that  again with the 
assumption of linearity 
+ A (Z - 9)  (;Lo) d l l r  3 = z(x, P) Y 
where A is defined by the r e l a t i O K  6z = Ax Q + A Y Y 
ht0 4. (19) and define the  error i n  the data by & = 1 - g(r ,  9) .  
as. Substi tute Bq. (20) 
Also the 
error i n  the parameter8 is given by 6 = E - L. 'hen - 
T Now t h e  data covariance matrix Tr i e  s h p l y  a ?& 
paremeters j ;  ie r = 
and the error8 on j y  t h e  expected d u e  of ff is 
while t ha t  for the a-prior i  
2 Ly 
and if there is no correlation between the ciata er rors  
T Y 
-9- 
Up to t h i s  point everything has been rigorous Within the framework of the  
stated assumptions. 
determination program, namely that U = Tz 
not correlated and If t h e  elsscsnts of W represent the inverse of the variances 
However an approldrpation is mu introduced In the  orbit 
-1 . This is  val id  if the  data are 
-I on the appropriate dab. 
e a s i 4  With the progrim described here. 
Any differences betmen W and rz m o t  be d @ e d  
With the indicated approxhation 
k) 
- 
T~~ + A ~ ~ W A  r A ~ W A ~  
X Y Y Y  €iT - A x  
Subst i tute  Eq. (18) an4 (23) i n  (16) to obtain 
or Mnally the expression for the covariance matrix rx is 
N H cy m -1 -1 -1 -1 T = ( J + J ; C  + ( J + T ~  A~ W A  r A ~ W A  X ( J + + ) - ~  X rx Y Y Y  
The s ing le  sumations appearing i n  the  formulas of Section 11 B occur because W 
is  a diagonal matrix. This can be illustrated by considering the CSlculatiOn 
of the matrix J. In general t he  r, a element of J muld be given 
N N 
where ars and wra are the  rs e lsa~enk  of A and W respectively. Hawever 
bOCaUEe W i8 
-10- 
is the Kronecker 6 - symbol. Therefore 
N 
where txp 
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or in terms of the column matrices a(i) = (au, aiZ, 0 0 . )  am 1 
N 
which is the form used in the program to accumulate J over perhaps several 
thousand observations. 
C. Mapping of the Covariance Matrix 
For purposes of fonrarding the epoch f r o m  a time to to a later time ti 
or for the study of orbital uncertainties at a midcourse maneuver time, target 
i 
1 
encounter time and so forth, it is necessary that the parameter covariance matrix 
rx at to be mapped to a parameter covariance matrix r, at ti. 
at ti are assumed linearly relatad to both parameters 
The parmeters m_ 
and L at to by the relation 
@ - M x & + H  & (30) 
Y 
I .  
or in telllls of errors in 5,  am^ 
T r,-a!ie 
or 
anb 
.y cy z y $ = - ( ~ + r ~  -1 -1 A~ T W A  r 
Y Y  
cy T -1 -1 N saT - - r  A W A ~ ( J + T ~  
P t  
IIX. (XWUTATION OF THE OBSERVABLE3 
In order to apply tho least squares estimation formula it is necessary to 
Thus from the current estimate f o w  t he  residuals i n  a l l  the observed quantit ies,  
of the o r b i t a l  parameters 8 a posit ion and velocity ephemeris of the probe i s  
constructed. 
quant i t ies  a t  t h e  tinre of observation. 
discussed are those obtained frosn optical  and radio telescopes Nxed on the surface 
of the earth. 
* 
The problem then is to reduce these ephemeris values to  ac tua l  observed 
In this section the o w  observable8 
There are various angular measureznents obtained from both opt ica l  and radio 
In addition radio telescopes can provide measurements of t h e  range instruments. 
between the  obsorver and the object a8 well as the t h e  rate of change of thir range 
' . 
JET PRDfULSMJ LABORATORY -12- 
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measurement; or perhaps more fundamentally w i t h  respect t o  range rate, t h e  time 
integrated frequency of a doppler signal is measured. 
are referred to the earth's equatorialsysterp. 
are obtained by masawing photographs of the object taken rga ins t  a star background 
m d  the stars  used for reference on t h e  p la t e  are given In the star atlases i n  terms 
of equatorial coordinates. 
are obtained d i rec t ly  by recordingthe direction i n  which the antenna is  pointed aad 
i n  t h i s  s i tua t ion  the angles obtained will be equatorially referenced if the antenna 
is polar mounted like an astronomical telescope, but for an azirauth-elevation mount, 
such as h a theodolite,  the angles Wil l  be referenced to  t h e  observer's horizon 
Optical angular o b s e m t i o n s  
This is  bscauee accurate observationrr 
Mowever for r&dio telescopes t h e  angular observations 
WEtm. 
A. Range and Range Rate 
The basis of the varioua geometric Uata types is t h e  topocentric range 
vector 1 from the s t a t ion  t o  the probe. 
of t h e  probe and B be the geocentric posit ion vector of the station. 
L e t  be t h e  geocentric position vector 
Figure 1 
. 
JET pRopuLSIOX LABORAnlBT 
and t h e  range rate vector b is - 
-13- 
The range is the  magnitude of p - 
P ; L = = P * P  - c  
and a di f fe ren t ia t ion  w i t h  rerpectto time gives the range rate . 
P b ' Q ' i j  
8 .  Angles 
When angles are uaed as data the particular coordinate system used to 
apecifg P becomes important. 
the  referemce plane and l e t  the e axis point to the  north celestial pole. 
adaith let x point to t h e  vernal equinox 7 and l e t  7 complete t he  r i g h t  
Pirst of a l l  consider the  equator of the earth as - 
In 
I 
hanaecl  carte^ system of coordinates. 
north 
4, 
8 ,  s' 
7 
X 
T Figure 2 
Now a second topocentric set of coordinates is defined such t h a t  ?+,.points to the 
zenith of the  station, % is i n  the plane of the meridian of the station, i n  other 
words the  p h e  defined by s ud %, and wain yh completes the  right handed agatcan. 
-14- 
In order to simplif 'y the transfornration between (x, y, z) and (5, yh, z,,) the 
\ a x i s  is  directed towards the south. 
ths transfarration. 
8 to obtain x', y' and 8' = t .  
Thus only two rotations are required for 
First rotate the x axfs towardo y about t through the angle 
Now rotate 2'  toward x' about y' through the angle ( n/2 - @') t o  obtain 
3' Yh = Y' and %* 
The complete transformation is obtained by multiplfig the two rotation matrices. 
r'% p)@3) = c  os 8' COS e cos p sin e sin $!P cos 8 sin p sine -sin 9 cos e sin fl 
The angle 8 is the local sidereal t h e  a t  the station and it A 8  obtained by 
adding the station longitude X to the (hmnd.ch aidereal t h e  6 or Greenwich 
hour angle ( C M )  which is computed by the f o d a s  given by D.B. Holdridgo in 
TR No. 32-223, "Space Trajectories Program for the IBX 7090 Computer". 
A (4.4) 
JET pRopuLsI0N LABORArnY . -15- 
Now the angle observations obviously DM be interpreted in krrma of the direction 
of the probe or equivalently in term of the unit vector Jc in the direction of 
&ha range vector. 
1 
P 
P 
L =  - - 
,e coordinate system wh ch de fhea  & is  the equator al 
system,the coordinates of the probe and station are glven i n  geocentric equ8tori.l 
X 
The above diagram ahom the unit vector 1: as resolved into i t a  three componentr 
in the equatorial tqrtem and defines the topecentria right a s c e n ~ i o n a a n d  
declination 6 i n  the conventional manner. 
L = cos 6 e i n a  
Y 
L a i n  6 
t 
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end a and 6 can bo computed. In the O W  t h e  declination is obtainsd by 
t 
6 = sin-’ L 
and the r igh t  ascension by 
a= tan-l L 2 L 
X 
or a c t u w  wi th  p = (cy  7, c ), the r igh t  ascension is computed by the  - 
following 
I T 1  a- tan- (0 I a < ~ 0 0 )  5 
(47) 
(49 )  
The quadrant of a is determined by inspecting the  signs 01 Lx and L 
3 
(Note 
tha t  COS 6 2 0 )  W h a  U S h g  ang)e8 froP munted radio tebSCOpe8 the hour 
angle H is observed rather than the right ascension. It I s  defined by the relation 
The second set of ~ ~ O r d i ~ i t e s  (3, yh, zj) defined above me useful in 
compPlthg the  elevation angle 7 and azimuth e which represent angular data from 
a radio telescope whose munting is referenced to  the s t a t i o n l s  horizon ra ther  
than t h e  equator of the earth.  
-17- 
Tho atimuth angle as indicated i n  the diagram is  rnsrmeci from the north 
toward the east through 360'. Thua 
i cos 7 sin u (51) 
-18- 
X 
X R COS @' C08 8 
B C 0 8  8' 8 b  8 T 
Z = R  8 h  B1 
and the alternative form of 4. 18 i s  
Se' - l _ ( L x X + L  Y + L  z 2) 
R Y 
'he fact that sin Tis equal to the right hand side of 4. 56 can be aeon 
inmediately by considering the meaning of the scaler product J! E. Note 
that the vector points to the geocentric esnith. 
(55) 
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C.  "ae of Occultation 
The time of oocultation T 
P 
when the probe disappears be- a boQy of occ 
radius a is also a data type and must be amjmted by an Iterative technique. 
Consiaer the general dturt ion where the probe i s  locateu a t  any point i n  space. 
or 
Figure 6 
The angle ( p  -pp) represents the angular di8t2mC0 of the probe fmm the 
assumdd spherical bouy whose topocentric position i a  given by p . 
angle I 8  a function of t h e  because of the motion of the probe, the boaf ana 
the stetion. 
Now th i s  
-P 
(58) 
h v e r  the particular' a u e  of tims dore f ( t )  = o is tihe required time of 
occultation, and therefore To,, can be found by the Newton - Raphson iteration 
formula 
I 
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where 
The vector p is evaluated by subtracting the geocentzic position of the station 
k ~ a a  titat o f  the bo*. l ~ a r  the time derivatives of p MQ j?, are required. 
Differmiate s<l. (61) and obtain 
-P 
where 
Of courie light time corrsctions mst be app1i.d in computing both ( 9 ,  0) and 
( p , b 1; the  t h e  Tocc is recorded by the station as the time d e n  the signal 
- -  
-P -P 
from the probe either ceasas or coJllldz1ce8 again after silence. Clear* fkcm 
15-3 
-a- 
the  diagram there  are two solutions for Tocc, one then the probe is occulted 
and another when it m s  out M behind the body. 
to Tocc detellsines whfch solution the f o r m l a  (24) will giw. The procedure is 
to uee the  ac tua l  observed values of the two time8 as first guesses. 
been found that t hey  are suf f ic ien t ly  close to the  solutions so that no d i f f i c u l t y  
is encountered i n  separating the  two values of Tocc. 
Thus the initial guess 
It has 
Before procealing to the  observablea which concern radio measurements w, 
we point out  that there is an en t i r e  area i n  the field of c lass ica l  o r b i t  
determl.nation that deds  w i t h  the camputation of angle residuals. 
often called d i f f e ren t i a l  representation, computes the  residuals d i r ec t ly  without 
t h e  m c e d t y  of computing the angles themselves. The sub3ect is treated in the 
Li tera ture  and is  extremely powerful when only angle observations are available. 
i 
Xouever, this is s e l d a  the case i n  apace flight problem here range and range 
rate measurement8 are used, and in the O W  the  angle r e d d u a l s  are obtained 
This method, 
differencing the  observed minus the camputad values. 
D. lbppler Data 
As has been stated earlier the nmasuranent of range rate is  not flmdament.l 
to radio telescopes. 
wave has completed in some time interval is counted and the  results are sometimes 
interpreted as measurements of range rate. h order that reritluals can be formed 
Instead, the number N of cycles that an electromagnetic 
in the actual  observable, formulas a r e  derived in this section that rolate 8 
received frequency v 
frequency Will in general v q  w i t h  the t h e  so that the  cycle count number N 
t o  a known transmitted fiequomy vtr. The received ob 
o r  aetuallf t he  cycle count aitnded by the wunt  time8 f I s  expressed aa an integral. 
I P 
In pract ice  this in tegra l  is evaluated numeric-. 
doppler data type and i s  i n  uni t s  of cycles per second. 
on the r a t i o  
constants inserted under the in tegra l  i n  equation (67) t o  account for the 
The quantity f is  tho ac tua l  
The function F ( t )  depends 
V 
v 
- Ob . 
tr 
 so, there are usually various additive and multiplicative 
pecu l i a r i t i e s  of the electronic  cycle count device ueed a t  the station. 
There are q possibilities for measuring a doppler frequency vob, 
especial ly  when two or more observatories a re  involved i n  transmitting and 
receiving radio signals. However, only two poss ib i l i t i e s  are considered here 
because prac t ica l ly  any other possibi l i ty  can be derived from them. 
considered ones are one yay doppler, here a Signal is sent from one p o h t  and 
"he two 
received at  snother, and two way doppler, where a signal i s  sent from one point 
ref lected off of a ta rge t  and received at a second point. One wey doppler i8 
applicable when the probe is equipped With a built in transmitter. 
1- Cycle Count computation 
Far the data type calleU coherent three way doppler in the OW tho 
function F ( t )  is given by 
F(t) e w3 + ah vtr (1 - Vob ) 
kvtr 
c 
. -  
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where w ~d UJ are g i m  constants dependent on the mechanieotion of the  radio 
e q u i p n t ,  k is t h e  r a t i o  Of t h e  frequency transmitted by the  probe to tbe  
frequency that it receives from the ground transmltter (k = 1 for reflection),  
3 rc 
Y is  the  Constant fr8qUenw of the transmitted signal and 'bb/ is the  
kvtr tr 
r a t i o  of frequenciee derived in t h i s  section. 
one way case can be found in T?I 33-168 and involves the ratio of the frequencry 
transmitted by the probe to the frequency received a t  t h e  s ta t ion.  
The formula for F( t )  in the 
Once F(t) has been specified f o r  the part icular  data type of in te res t ,  
t h e  in tegra l  of &Q. (67) can be evaluated to obtain the computed value of the 
cloppler observable. 
evaluation, tbe function F(t) is expamed i n  a powsr series about the  lnia point 
Rather than use standard quaarature formulae for ita 
< <  
r t E tab> Wd the  result i s  btegI'abd tm Of the C O U n t  h t e r v d  ct0b- 
by term. 
avoided in favor of a single evaluation a t  tm. 
n u s  the  evaluation of F( t )  a t  several points within the i n t e n d  is 
(69)  P( t )  = P(t,) + i ( t m )  (t - t,) + $ f.'(tm) ( t  - t,) 2 + ... 
and t h e  in tegra l  of  w. 67 bsoopss 
-a- 
In  the derivation of YobC 
h o v e r  in forming the second t i m e  derivative of ’ob4 
than 1 
terms of order higher than l I c Z  are neglected. 
tr 
t o w s  of order higher 
tr 
are neglected i n  the ODP. 
/c 
2. Ibppler Frequency Shif t  
The doppler shift that occur8 when a ground transmitter Bends a signal 
0 to the probe which i n  turn sends the signal back t o  t h e  ground where it is 
received can be derived by taking the  center of the earth as the or igin of 
coordinates. For the  case where t h e  transmitter and receiver are not both 
ear th  baaed it becomes neces8ary to take the origin a t  sams prac t ica l ly  i n e r t i a l  
poh t  such as thecenter of the sun. 
the one given here. 
However t h e  development is very similar to  
Consider first the  transmission fma the probe a t  P t o  t h e  station a t  S 
and denote the  geocentric origin 0. 
0 
Figure ? 
-25- 
From t h e  theory of r e l a t i d t ~  the proper  the d T  sssociated With the source a t  
P i 8  given by 
P 
*ere v i s  t h e  speed of P with respect t o  the or igin 0, + is the gravi ta t ional  
P P 
potent ia l  a t  P and again c is the  constant speed of propagation of the signal. 
I h e  formula (1) states tha t  if an observer a t  rest with respect t o  0 masurea a 
t b e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  d t  
UT 
approximate, although fo r  t h e  Schwarzschild mtrh it is  accurate to order 11~2. 
In t he  following t h e  Uoppler equation itself will be developed only t o  order 1 2 
so formula (73) is s8tiafactory for the present. 
then t h e  corresponding time d i f f e ren t i a l  measured a t  P is  P 
Actually the gravi ta t ional  term i n  t h e  expression for d T  is only 
P. P 
/c 
Analogoue to P the  proper time 
for the s t a t ion  s i6 
V 2 “ob) dtob 2 
2 
C 
2 
C 
dTob 
Now the  transmitted frequency urn a t  P is simply the inverue of t h e  time 
increment A 7 between successive peaks of the  electromagnetic wave. 
the received frsquency a t  s is the inverse of A Tab. Fmn this point on all 
t h e  incrasremts will be a p p r o h t e d  by the  corresponding d i f f e r e n t i a l  expressions. 
Similarly 
P 
It should be noted t h a t  through powers in  1 2 /c 
m PR0PuLs1oN LABORArnY 
80 t h a t  
or with 
 AT==(^-% 2 - - $ ) A t - T  (v i + i) At2 +... 
ZC C 2C 
ob 
P 
v 
V 
-a= 
117 d7 
d t  A 'ob ob 
ane f m n  Bqs. 1 and 2, "he r a t i o  of frequencies a order 1 2 is /c 
a t  
(@ob - 1 1 
V 
C dtob V P P 
Therefore the second order term (v 
term is enall wi th  respect t o  uni ty  even for radio frequencies. 
+ b)/2Vc2 is neglected. Certainly this 
1 
The expression for t h e  r a t i o  of received to transmitted frequencies is 
(79 1 
where p(ob) is t h e  magnitude of t h e  vector 
I 
The der ivat ive d t  /dtob can be obtained by considering the  f i n i t e  propagatSon 
of t h e  signa over the distance f r o m  P t o  s. 
P 
deb) = r(t - R(tob;rec) (a) P 
The posit ion of the  probe r ( t )  is evaluated a t  the time t 
signa ~IXI the posit ion of the receiver g( t ; rec)  is evaluated at the time of 
reception tab. 
- 
when it osnds the 
P 
Mfferentiate E q .  80 
u at = atob - 
C P 
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and fmm Eq. (81) 
dp(ob) = t(t ) dtp - &(tob;rec) atob (85)  
C a b h e  %a. (81,) and (85) end substitute the result Into E q .  (82) to obtain the 
- - P  
required ratio 
where &(ob) is the unit vectorp(ob)/p(ob). Expanrl Fq. 86 to order 1 2 to obtain - /c 
Now substitute Eq. (87) into %. (79)  md arOp tews of otder higher than 11~2. 
a 
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Now consider the transmission from a stat ion With posit ion R(ttr; tr) to  the 
probe a t  the  5ame posit ion x(t ) as before. The proper time a t  the transmitter is 
P 
and the  proper t h e  a t  the  probe is given by 4. (73). Thus the r a t i o  of the 
frequency % received a t  the probe t o  tha t  transmitted vtr by the s ta t ion  i s  
1 2 V 
V 
R 
tr P P tr ZC 
Ihe r e l a t ion  between ttr and t is 
P 
(91) 
Note tha t  i n  general the  transmitter and receiver are not a t  the  same point 
on the ear th ' s  surface so t h a t  a(t;rec)f R(t; t r)  even when the two positions are 
evaluated a t  t h e  8ame tiam. 
k 
- 
. 
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The ratio d t  is found by differentiating Sq. (92)  and by expanding t o  
P 
i tr/dt 
I 
order 1 2 aa waa &ne for t h e  probe-receiver transmission. 
/c 
is to order1 2 
I C  
Therefore the  r a t i o  "R 
1% 
The complete doppler s h i f t  over t he  path from t h e  transmitter to the 
probe and then to t h e  receiver is found by combining Bqs. (89)  and (95) .  
frequency v transmitted by the probe is assumed proportional t o  the frequency % P 
reoeived by t h e  probe. 
The 
v = k t  (97) P 
The constant k is  Unity for a reflootion of the iignal. 
Therafore 
-30- 
or to order 
The 1 
can be expressed i n  a nuarber of different  f o r m .  It is in te res t ing  t h a t  t he  
relativistic terms, uhlch were introduced i n  the  expression f o r  proper time, 
are completely independent of t h e  state of t h e  probe at any time. 
gravi ta t ional  doppler shift occurs only because t r u l d s s i o n  and reception occur 
at s l i g h t l y  d i f fe ren t  gravi ta t ional  potent ia ls  but t h e  gravitational potent ia l  
f o r  the probe haa no ef fec t .  
m r f a c s  of the earth the  difference i n  #ob- atr occur8 because the two points are 
at s l i g h t l y  d i f fe ren t  posit ions in t he  luni-solar gravi ta t ional  f ie ld  and becauae 
of differences i n  the  geocentrio radii of t he  two statlona. 
are neglected in the  final doppler formula used i n  the  ODP and thus Oob- atr is 
set equal t o  zero. The difference in the squared speeds of  t h e  two s t a t ions  is 
retained however so t h a t  
term in 4. (27) is simple enough, but the  quant i t ies  in t h e  1 2 term 
I C  I C  
Thus t h e  
Since both receiver and transraitter are on t h e  
Both of t hese  e f fec ta  
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Of t h e  remaining terms, ;(ob) b( t r )  is retained as is. 
terms are expressed in a different  form by subst i tut ing - i(ob) + & (tob;rec) 
for i ( t p )  and by setthg t he  scaler products &(tob; rec) &bb; rec) and 
&(ttr; tr) g(ttr; tr) equal to zero. 
of the  geocentric radii of t h e  two stations is assumed %em. 
However the other two 
In other  words the t h e  rata Of change 
Thus 
and the  final form of t h e  r a t i o  as used in the  ODP is 
tr 
where 
IV CORRECTIONS TO THE OBSERVABLES 
The corrections t o  radio observations are handled somewhat differently i n  
For the ODP than t h e  c lass iua l  astronomical corrections t o  opt ica l  angles only. 
example precession and nutation are accounted for by requiring that the calculated 
posit ion and velocity ephemeris of the probe be i n  t r u e  coordinates. True equatorial 
coordinates are defined such t h a t  the  x axis i a  Qirected t o  t h e  actual  ~etrml q h o x  
i 63 
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a t  the t h e  i n  question. 
and y completes t h e  r i gh t  hand 
sphere, other bodies i n  the solar system produce torques on it tha t  cause the 
t r u e  IC, y, c coordinate system t o  vary with time. Therefore the published 
posit ions of c e l e s t i a l  bodies are usually referred to  some fixed mean coordinate 
system a t  a reference epoch t . 
for an observed object requires t h e  introduction of t h e  coordinates of various 
bodies i n  the solar  system and fo r  this reason, i n  addition t o  the reason t h a t  the 
equations of m t i o n  take on t h e i r  s i m p l e s t  form i n  an  i ne r t i a l ly  fixed coordinate 
system, the coordinates of t h e  probe a re  obtained by an integration performed Fn 
t he  coordinates of to. 
by applying a matrix rotation. h e  elements of t h i s  rotat ion matrix are given 
as a function of t-to i n  TR 32-223, pages 66-68 and it i s  the t rue  coordinates 
t h a t  are available t o  t h e  ODP. 
The subject of paralax, t ha t  is the  e f fec t  of the difference between the  
The 2 B x i s  is directed t o w a r d  t h e  actual  north pole 
system. Because the ear th  is not a perfect 
A rigorous integration of the equations of motion 
0 
It is then necessary to transform t o  the t rue  coordinates 
posit ion of t h e  s ta t ion  and t h e  origin of theobjec t ' s  posit ion and velocity 
ephemeris, i s  completely included i n  t h e  computation of the observablee by requiring 
t h a t  t he  range and range rate vectors be referrenced t o  t h e  station. 
Time abberration occurs because l i g h t ,  or f o r  t ha t  matter any electromagnetic 
phenomenon, takes a f ini te  length of time t o  t rave l  from the object t o  the observer. 
Thus, although one obtains a masurement a t  t h e  observation time tob, the object 
was not a t  its posit ion corresponding t o  tob when it s e n t  the signal. 
it is necessary to compute the  p o s i t i o n  a t  an earlier time of transmission 
Therefore, 
t = tob - A t  
direct ly .  
so t h a t  the  observable can be compared with the  computed value 
Unfortunately t h e  time of trantmission cannot be determined exactly 
P 
unless t h e  range p defined in equat ion (%)is known beforehand. 
iterative technique m e t  be applied to obtain A t  
Therefore M 
L 
P. , I +  
~~ 
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The corrections described above are all accounted for  i n  t h e  computation 
of t he  angles, range, range rate and Qoppler frequency. However there  are 
additional corrections which are applied as increments to the  observables. 
increments can either be added to  t h e  computed values of the observables or t o  the  
data themselves, although in the  ODP the e f fec ts  of deflections i n  the  local 
ver t i c l e  and refraction are accounted for by correcting the computation of t he  data. 
These 
When processing opt ica l  data i n  the ODP it must be available i n  t h e  geocentric 
coordinate system for t he  t rue equator and equinox a t  t h e  observation time. 
A. Light Time 
The l i g h t  time correction is concerned with re la t ing  three event times 90 
0' that the  range 
to the probe can be represented accurately. 
electromagnetic signal a t  t h e  station io tob while the time a t  which the probe 
sends the signal to  t h e  receiver is t . 
P 
transmitter is involved i n  the system. 
vectors from the transmitter t o  t h e  probe and from the receiver 
The time of reception of t he  
A t h i rd  time is  required i f  a ground 
It is  the time of transmission ttr. The 
reception of a signal a t  the probe and its transmission by t h e  p r o b  to  the ground 
are assumed to be simultaneous events. 
The procedure makes use of a time t which is an approxiination to  t and 
pr - 
which i s  defined by 
where r(t) is the geocentric distance to  the probe a t  time t, ae is the mean 
equatorial radius of the  ear th  and c i s  the  speed of l igh t .  
required a t  time t 
the time increment e t = t  - t 
Now d l  quant i t ies  
are computed a t  t instead and a r e  then l i nea r ly  correct& by 
pr 
P 
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For example the posit ion vector of the probe a t  t is given by 
P 
The rigorom light time correction is 
P Atp = to,, - t 
while t h e  approximate correction of Sg. (1) is 
Therefore the  increment et required to  correct t h e  quant i t ies  evaluated a t  t is  
and an expression for  A t  is  needed as a function of quant i t ies  evaluated a t  t. 
The advantage of introducing t i n  this way is that when i t e r a t ing  on t h e  l i g h t  
time correction to find r ( t r )  say, the probe ephemeris is entered only once a t  
time t. 
P 
7, 
NOW the  rigorous correction A t  is given by P 
where p ( t  
time tab, or p(tp,  tab) is the  magnitude of t h e  vector 
tab) is the dietance from t h e  probe at time t to tho s ta t ion  a t  
P’ P 
. 
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However r ( t  ) is not available except in  the form of 4. (105) ana 
- P P  
o r  with the  computable vector 
- P(t, t&’ = $( t )  - Web) 
- p(tp, tab) L= - p ( t y  tab) + t - P  ( t )  
and t o  the first order in et the magnitude of t h e  range vector is 
Thus Eqs. (105), (108), and (US) are repeate- applied until convergence is 
achieved. The f i r s t  guess a t  st is taken as zero. The increment A t is computed 
once and for  all after t has been obtained from Fq. ( l O L ) .  
observation t i m e  tob is knm,although the time of transmission, if applicable, is 
unknown. It is approdmeteci the  forlEUla 
Of course the  
a 
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P 
- 2  A t  ttr 
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and the range vector for the trandtter is simply 
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B. Local Vertical Corrections 
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Because t h e  observer's zenith is  not necessarily incident with the  geocentric 
zenith, the angles computed by section 1II.B. are not consistant with the observed 
angles. 
sphere of the  l i n e  joining the center of the  ear th  and the  observer. On t he  other 
hand the  observer's oenith 2 i s  defined by t h e  intersect ion w i t h  the sphere of t h e  
l i n e  defined by the  direct ion of the loca l  ver t ica l ,  or  equivalently by the  direct ion 
of a plumb bob suspended at t h e  observation s i t e .  
naturally separates in to  two effects .  
the geocentric zenith t o  the geodetic zenith 2 which i s  defined by t h e  intersect ion 
Kith t h e  ce l e s t i a l  sphere of the normal to t h e  spheroid of reference. 
e f f ec t  is the  small corrections t o  the zenith which account fo r  local gravity 
anomalies and departures from the reference spheroid. 
first correction t h e  direction of the geodetic zenith is precisely defined by 
taking as a reference spheroid an oblate spheroid centered a t  t h e  center of t h e  
ear th  and oriented such t h a t  t he  minor axis of the  spheroid i s  aligned with t h e  
earth's polar axis. 
while a m a r i d i a n a l  cross section is e l l i p t i ca l .  
the geodetic zenith and the geocentric zenith all l i e  i n  the same meridanal plane. 
The geocentric zenith 2' i s  def ined by the  intersect ion w i t h  t h e  celestial 
The difference i n  Z and 2' 
The la rges t  of these is the  correction from 
The second 
. 
In  order t o  campute t h e  
Thus an equatorial cross section of t h e  spheroid is c i rcu lar  
This implies t h a t  the earth's pole, 
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY -3s- 
P 
t 
\ 
Figure 8 
The angle A $# between t h e  geocentric and geodetic zeniths is  simply the difference 
i n  the geocentric and geodetic latitudes 
This difference can be related to the eccentricity e o f  the  elliptical cross 
section by 
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The projection of P, 2 and 2' on the ce les t ia l  sphere along with an object X is  
shown below. It i s  inmediately apparent that  neither the declination 6 nor the  
hour angle H of X i a  affected by the displacement of the zenith through t h e  angle 
A $. However, corrections must be applied to both the computed elevation angle 7 
and aeimuth angle u to yield the geodetic oriented values 7 (geod) and u (geod) 
respectively. 
2 '  Z 
Figure 9 
i7 f 
The geodetic azimuth angle can be found inmediately by using the geodetic l a t i t ude  
0 i n  the transformations between (L L Lz) and (&, I&, \,). Thus from equations 
x’ y’ 
5 l J  52 and 53 
L s i n  0 - L cos 9 
X Y 2 
tan u = X Y (121) 
L s i n  ji4 eo6 o + L s i n  jd sin 8 - L cos 6 
I n  other  words the  second rotet ion described i n  section IIIB is through the  angle 16 
instead of $’. 
S l m i h r l y  the geodetic elevation angle 7 (geod) is obtained from eq. 54 w i t h  
16 subst i tuted for (d’. 
I 
sin 7 (geed) = L con jd cos Q + L cos jd s i n  o + L s i n  16 (122) 1 
X Y 2 
The corrections from the geodetic zenith z t o  the loca l  zenith zL are  i l l u s t r a t e d  
by Figure 10. Because the loca l  zenith does not necessarily l i e  in the  merldian plane 
8 
P 2 2 , the deviations f rom2  are described by a north south component u, measured 
posi t ively toward the north and an east west component v, measured posit ively tarard 
t he  w e s t .  The l a t i t ude  $ associated with the  loca l  zenith ZL is called the 
8 
astronomlcal l a t i t ude  . 
The correction A H = €$, - H t o  the hour angle H is obtained d i r ec t ly  by SppQing 
V 
the l a w  of s ines  t o  the triangle P A ZL. 
8 
$in A H = - sin v sec 
V 
To the first order equation 123 reduces t o  
A H = -v sec $ 
V 
0 There is no correction t o  the r igh t  ascension a or declination 6. From Figure io 
t he  first order correction t o  the l a t i t ude  can be written 
a 
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Figure 10 
A $ = @  a - $ = u  (125 1 
V 
The correction to the elevation angle r is obtained by diffeRnti8t ing LhZ in 
equations 51 and 54. note that A L , Av L ami A L are zero because A V a 
and A '6 are zero. 
v x  Y v z  
cos r r = 4z 
Substitute equations 124 and 125 into the above and use eq. 51 to obtain 
/73 . j  r 
. -  
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A ?'= u cos u - v s in  u 
V 
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Differentiate to obtain A the correction to the 8zinsuth angle. 
V 
or 
Theref ore 
d 4, = sin 7 cos Q d 7 + cos 7 s i n  o d 0 
' I  
- - .  
-43- 
C. Refraction 
The correction t o  the observables caused by the  bending of an electromagnetic 
wave in the  atnrosphere is perhaps t h e  most unsatisfying of all t h e  corrections, 
because the  atmosphere is not s ta t i c  and fluctuations will CIUBO unknown variable e m r i  
in any corrective formila. 
based op some reasonable model of the atmsphere. 
8l.l the  observables and the only way t o  Improve the accuracy of radio IB?sSUremntS 
I t  is therefore necessary t o  resor t  t o  mean corrections 
Also refract ion has  an e f f e c t  on 
i 
beyond the limitations imposed by t h e  atmosphere I s  t o  es tab l i sh  stations in space. 
The first assrurption in deriving a refraction correction is t ha t  the wave is 
confined t o  a plane containing the observer, the obdect and the center of the eal-th. 
I n  other  words a signal l e  sent from P and ar r ives  et S (Fig. U). 
a ,  Figure ll 
d. 
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The time required for the signal to t ravel  between these two points is designated by 
7 ,  and if the velocity of propagEtlon is given by c y  then clearly in t he  absence of 
an atmosphere 
T f  P - 
C 
where p is the  aistance between S and P. However, if an atmosphere is introduce(%, 
the  velocity of p r o m a t i o n  will no l age r  be the constant c but w i l l  instead be 8 
variable  v. 
empty space is identically equal t o  unity. 
The ratio of c t o  v is called the index of refract ion n, which f o r  
- 
C 
V 
n = -  0 3 3 )  
For the case where n is a variable the time of transmission T i s  given by 
.=JP V 
s 
0 3 4 )  
The e l a n t  
of Figure 11 by 
of arc length ds is  expressed i n  term6 of the  polar coordinates r and 
2 2 2 2  
ds = d r  + r  d S  
or rith p = & 
dr 
- .  
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Therefore the  t i m e  of transmission can be writ ten 8s the in tegra l  
i 
li R 
As a matter of interpretat ion the coordinate r of Figure 11 is the  geocentric 
distance to the transmitter at P. 
through the receiver S I s  
1 
Thus the altitude H of P above a sphere passing 
H - r  - R  
1 (139) 
Tfie index of refraction n i n  equation 138 I s  simply 8 function of the p w s i c s  of the 
atmosphere and mast be chosen once and for a l l  from a consideration of atmospheric 
nreasurements. On the other hand the h c t i o n  p i s  a rb i t ra ry  and f o r  each function 
selected a d i f fe ren t  value of the time of transmission T can result. Therefore, i n  
order t o  specify p, a physical l a w  is introduced known as Permat's principal,  which 
s t a t e s  that of all possible paths ,  8 wave w i l l  follow the prtlcul8r path tha t  makes 
the  t i m e  of t ranmiss ion  a minimum. From the calculus of verlatlons the in tegra l  
eq. 138 is a minimum if the f o u M n g  relat ion IS satisfied. 
where the function f is the  integrand of eq. 138 
. 
0 
0 
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The restriction that the index of refraction n is independent of the angle # is nay 
applied so that the quantity bf/bp i s  a constant k .  
An evaluation of t h i s  constant at T = R yields 
To obtain p consider Fig. n. In terms of the elevation angle 7 the lm of sines 
0 
gives tbe  relatim 
and rferentiating with respect t o  the radius r yields 
cv 
Zthm r = R eq. 145 reduces to 
where 3 (ob) i s  the value of 7 when the wave reaches S, or in other Words, r ( O b )  is 
the observed elevation engle. Thua 
-67- 
and the function p that minimizes the  time of transmission is 
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With n given a0 a f'unction of the radius r, eq, 148 c m  be integrated, 
dr 
2 2  1 
r - n R2 cos2 r ( o b )  
0 
f = n R COS ")'(ob) 
0 
R 
049) 
P r a c t i c w  
then by Fig. 
is obtained by 8 numerical evaluation of the indicated integral and 
the uncorrected elevation angle 7 is obtained. 
r cos e R 
r sin 
t m T =  1 
1 
The result is that a correction to the elevation angle is formed by differencing the 
observed and computed angles. 
r -  - 7 
r 
Simrilarly a correction A p to the range can be obtained. A consideration of 
r 
section IIIA indicates that the observed range p (ob) is simply 
p (ob) = c T 
a 
a 
8 ,  * 
, . -  
I !  
Therefore, from eq. 138 
(153) 
R 
Vith p given by eq. 148. An attempt to evaluate the integral Oi eq. 153 end to 
fom the ctiffemnce of p (ob) and p leads to numerical difficulties in file subtraction 
of the two large quantitiee. However, it is a simple matter to derive ttae variation 
dr dr dr 
Using equations 17 and 22 the variation dp (ob)/& can be writtan 
d r  n R cos y(ob) 
0 
The variation dddr is derived from the law of' cosines applied t o  Fig. 11. 
2 2 2  
p = r + B - 2rR cos 
(154) 
80 that 
dP a 
p -  = ( r  - R cos qj + r R s in  * -  dr dr 
A t  p where r = R and + = 0, this expression degenerates, and therefore the elevation 
angle i s  ueed instead of the Bagle 
0 
in  eq. 157. From PI&. n. 
2 2  r - R COS 1) I q r  - R co: 
r 
Thu the range p cancels throughout eq. 157 pvld 
The variation of eq. 154 follows imnediately by subtracting eq. 160 from 155. 
dr \ R”, 2 I
The correction A I, to raqe mte I s  defined by A 
r 1: 
= i> (ob) - and BO by the 
definition of A p 
r 
d 
r dt r 
A b = -  b P  (162) 
Nav recognizing that the computed elevation angle 71s a function of n , n, R ,  r(ob) 
and r through the integral of eq. 149, it follows by eq. 16l that A p i s  also a r 
function of these parameters. 
except the radius r, then the only t i m e  varying parameters i n  A p are tbe observed 
elevation r(0b) and the radius. Therefore, 
0 
Further, if there 8re no tiPre verying quantities i n  n 
S 
IP 
E--- 
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The partial derivative of A p w i t h  respect t o  r i n  eq. 163 assumes t h a t  r ( o b ) ' i s  
held constant. 
60 this var ia t ion is already available. 
avai lable  and although it could be obtained numerically from the preceding foreailas, 
it is more usual t o  perform a numerical d i f fe ren t ia t ion  of A p w i t h  r e s p c t  t o  
r 
r(ob)  f o r  various values of r. 
r 
However, t h i s  is precisely the  interpretat ion placed on eq. 161 and 
The second var ia t ion a A p / b r ( o b )  is  not 
r 
As an example of the  calculation of refraction corrections t o  elevation angLe 7, 
range p and range rate b, consider an exponential model f o r  t he  index of refract ion n. 
I 
n = L +  (no - 1) e CY) 
Typical values for constants n - land the scale height S are 
0 
S - 7.315 km 
A s t e p  by step numerical integration of eq. 148 with the above modcl f o r  n and an 
elevat ion of r b y  eq. 150 yields Fig. 12for the correction t o  the elevation eagle. 
The results of t he  integration are plotted as a function of the height H for several  
values of the observed elevation angle r(ob). Fig, 13 shows the values of the 
correction A 7 for i n f l d t e  height plotted against  the observed w e  r(ob) . r 
Infaite height is hem defined as the point w h e r e  the derivat ive a$/& is es sen t i a l ly  
zero. Fig .  24 -6 the integration of eq. 161 for the range correction and FQ. 15 
. '  

I( 
-e 
I ;  
i _. 
-
! 
! 
- i  
i f i-1- 
L i ' i  . 
I 

, ’ f *  
I 
- .  
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shows t he  corresponding correction a t  infinite height i n  a similar fashion t o  Figures 
12 and13 respectively. 
i n f i n i t e  height only. 
of Fig. 15 yields b A p/ar (ob)  as a function of r ( o b )  according t o  Fig. 16. 
corresponding correction to rasge rate can be obtained by multiplying b f$ p/dr(Ob) 
by thc elevation angle rate $(ob). For example, if 
angular rotation rate of the earth, the correction t o  range rate a t  an elevation 
angle of f i v e  degrees is about -0.015 meters per second. 
s i t u s t i o n  f o r  range rate observations of a d i s t an t  planet o r  space probe. 
near obdect such as an earth satellite, however, the correction t o  range rate can 
eBsily exceed one meter per second. 
For the  range rate correction the result i s  plot ted for 
The variat ion 3 A dbr is Gero but  a numerical d i f fe ren t ia t iun  r 
The 
r 
. 
(ob) is on the order oi tk 
This is spproximately the 
For a 
The final.correction t o  the angular observations is obtained by 8 d i r e c t  
appl icat ion of A 7, the correction t o  the  elevation angle. 
that the sigoal from P t o  S t r ave l s  only in t he  plane containing S, P and 0, thela is 
Because of the as~un~p t i an  
r 
no correction t o  the azimuth angle Q. The correction t o  the declination angle 6 is 
derived to the first order in A 7  by different ia t ing Lz i n  eq. 460 
r 
cos 6 A 6 * A L z  r 
From equations 52, 53 and 53 
r h x -  r 
and 
-52- 
Similarly the correction to the hour angle is 
2 
cos $$ s i n  H 
cos Tsia u 
A T  r 2 
A @  = 
r 
It should be pointed out that the abave corrections are applied to  direct aaguLsr 
measurements only. 
applied to angles obtained through the use of an instrunrent such as a transit c irc le .  
Thus for optical observations the  refrection correction is  
For the more usual photographic neasurements the refraction correction is applied 
differentiaUy in  the process of &wing the photogmphic plates to usable angular 
observations. O f  course for radio observations the refraction correction is alwsys 
applied 
For purposes of calculation in the O D ,  empiric81 inteqolet lon 
actual culcyez~ generated 
forplrlas for 
i n  t h i s  section, 
They are given in T. H. 33-168. 
-53- 
0 D. Ktxrrstion 
In sddition to the light time correction described In section IVA, the apparent 
posit ion of an object is further affected by the motion of the observer i n  space. 
Text books in SpheficSl astronomy give thc sppmpriate abetretlonsl corrections t0 
the right ascension (2 and declination 6 fo r  an earth based observer. 
A t  premt the  accuracies in radio angles are not suf f ic ien t  to include the 
aberrat ional  correction and It i s  not included i n  the ODP. 
t i o n a l  r e i i m z m t s ,  especially in opt ical  angular measurenrents from a mtmned vehicle, 
could rarke such a systemrtic correction sensible. 
. 
included in section S I I D  where the apprach WBR to  Include r e l a t i v i s t i c  effects in 
the derivation. In other words the sberrational effect io a direct consequence oi tkre 
However, future observa- 
It should be noted tbat the aberrational correction t o  d o p e r  frequencies w88 
.p.ciol theory of r e u t i i f i t y  
0 
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v. Regression Coefficients 
Xn the application of the estimation formula eq. 11 the coefficients that relate 
formation of the peranreter covariance Platrix r ,  both the coefficients for the para- 
meter set x end for the parameters y, which are not estimated, are required. 
X 
In other - 
wordo the mutrices A and A must be evaluated 80 that the natw of the variational 
X Y 
expreesion eq. 173 is known. 
For purposes of' computing the variational coe!fficients it is not necessary to 
distinguish between the partueter sets x and y and to simplify the discussion we w i l l  - 
cansider tbe evaluation of the ngrtssim coefficient matrix A defined in tern of thh 
totality of paramters 9. 
However, it is necessary to partition the parameters 9 into the following sets. 
1. - x State variables 
2. x State variables at epoch t 
3- E 
4. - b 
-0 0 
T o t a l  of a l l  constants affecting the state X -
Constants used explicitly in the computation of the data 
In the ODP the state variables'are always the true geocentric equatorial Cartesian 
components of position and velocity. 
into the computation of the trajectory of the probe. 
The parameters a are those constants that enter 
unit, the ma88cs of various bodies in the solar s y s t e m  and a solar radiation pressure 
For example the astronomical 
constant are included in - a. On the other hand constants such as the geocentric 
-55- T. M. 312-409 
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C o 0 r d ~ ~ s  of the tracking stations BFC included in b and affect Only the Computation 
of the data themebes. 
a0 a function of the state vmabler , 
enter into the CalcuZstian of - z both explicitly esd implicitly through the sta te  
variables 
Thus the collection of data represented by E can be written 
COnStantS - b and the constenta 5 whfcb can 
In practice the data admissable to the ODP do not contain the constants - 8 u p U c i t l y  
and eq. 175 c8n be written i n  the specialized form 
The variation in - z is 
I 
t 
Euwever, lcht variation - in tbe s t a t e  variables is further related to vsriatfons i n  
-the initial conditiws X and the constmts - a through the solution X - to the equations 
of motian. 
-0 
The variations are given in teras of the state transition lpatrix U and the parameter 
-56- T. H. 312-4- 
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When eq. 179 is substi tuted in eq. 177 the requimd deta ver ia t ians  8re given in tern 
of the panmeter set 3 and the regression coeff ic ient  mtrix A is specified. 
Clearly t he  matrices A and A H b can be evaluated through fowrlss obtained by forming 
the d i f f e r e n t i a l s  of t h e  various expressions f o r  the observables 8s given in section 
Ill. These differentials are given in section VB. However because the solution - X 
t o  the equetions of motion can not be written i n  closed f o m  it I s  necessary either 
t o  find approxlmte expressions f o r  the U and V matrices, evaluate them by f i n i t e  
differencing or evaluate t h e m  along w i t h  the equations of Plotion by numerical integra- 
t ion.  It is the Utter method that fs used by the  ODP. I n  other words the equations 
of motion c m  be writ ten in the form 
and the first var ia t ion In is - 
where expressions f o r  8 and Q cen be developed easily once the equations of motion 
are specified. 
obtain the variat ion i n  the equations of motion in tenns of variation8 in the prePleter 
set 3. 
They are given i n  section VA. Subst i tute  eq. 179 into eq. 182 t0 
JEP -57- 
0 A l s o  4. 179 can be differentiated with respect to ti= in omkr to obtain the w 
variation. 
@ - ; 6 X  + ; & a  - ( l W  
-0 
Thus in or4er tbat tbb variatiorm in the paraaetere be arbitrary, it is  necessary 
that tbe coefficients in equations 183 end 184 be equal. 
. 
u - eu (185 1 
In the ODP equation 185 is numerically integrated step by step along r i t h  the 
equations of motion, eq. 181. 
the solution to  eq. 18l because the  mtrix @is a function of the state  variables 
X. - The solution to eq. 186 could also be obtained along with - X and U by the step 
by step numerical integration. 
Note that the solution to eq. l e  I s  dependent on 
However in the present version of the ODP the 
matrix V is evaluated by quadrature fornrulrrs in a sepsrate computation. 
solution to eq. 186 16 written in the form 
Thus the 
%b verify that this is  8 solution to eq. 186 dffferentiate V ( t )  with respect to time 
t 
. 
-58- 
J 
0 
V = f 3 V + +  
which is equivalent to eq. 186 
To su~~rm~rize, the regression coefficient matrix A I s  computed by the following 
procedure. 
1. From the numerical integration of equations 181, 185 and 187 obtain the 
matrices U and V at the tims associated with the data set 2. 
expressions of section VB are used for the ev8lustion of Band 0 required 
The - a 
for the integration. 
From the ionmrlss of section VA evaluate the metrices % and A 
tizrms. 
2. at the data 
b 
3. Form the matrix products + U and A V and collect the results to obtain the X 
matrix A as indicated by eq. 180 
O f  course ;in practice the matrices 
row at a ti= where each row corresporrde to a pcuticular type of observation at a 
particular time of observation. 
U, % V, Ab Snd finrrlly A arc constructed one 
1 
a 
-59- 
A. Variations in the Accelerations 
In th i s  section exproseions are derived for  the elerrrents of the matrices @and 4 
which are si~tply the  l inear coefficients in the variational relationship of eq. 182. 
It le convenient in specifying the elenrnts t o  partitian the vector X Into the poeitfon 
coordinates r and tht velocity coordinates r. 
-. 
Than eq. 1& can be mitten as follows - - 
I t  is  also convenient to introduce the follawing notation. 
as elenrents a set of partial derivatives so that the element i n  t& I* row and j 
colwm of the matrix is hi/& 
(WQ). 
Suppose 8 matrix contains 
th 
Then we designate the nrmtrix itself by the notation 
3.  
~ h u s  the partitioned iow of the 8 and + matrices a m  as given below. 
ib (193) 
.- 
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The six -trices i n  equations 192 and 193 c(u3 be evaluated by writing the equation8 
of m t i o n ,  eq. 181, i n  the  expended fom.  First designate the components of 5 by 
x - x  
1 . 
x2 - Y 
x = z  
3 
and It is obvious that if the nmtrices in equations 192 and 193 represent the 
coeff ic ients  i n  eq. 182, then the matrices (ai/&) and (ad&) are always niU 
8nd for conservative force fields tbe matrix ( b r / b r )  is n u l l  also. 
matrix (aa3i) is t h e  3 x 3 u n i t  matrix and therefore the  only matrices which 8rB 
non trivial t o  evaluate are (gar )  - and (br_/ba). 
- -  - 
8' . 
I n  addition, the - 
.. 
Taken together these two matrices 
describe the  t o t a l  f irst  variation in the accelerations of the  probe. 
For the  equations of motion wed in the  ODP the accelerations can be writ ten i n  
8 fairly compact form by enrploying a vector - -  h(x) defined by equation 196. 
where x is the euclidean norm or magnitude of the  vector x -
2 
x ' X . 5  - 
-61- To M. 312-409 
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T 
 be geocentric accelerations are then written in tha vector form 
00 I .  
n - 2  m 
i 
1 In the ODP the equations of motion are always referred t o  the geocenter and thua the  
first term In eq. 198 is the  two body acceleration on the probe by the earth. The 
second and t h i rd  terms represent respectively the lunar and solar perturbations 
while t he  fourth gives the per tu rba t ive  eccelemtions of the  planets. 
represents the bulge perturbations which result from the  failure of the ear th to act 
The fifth 
~ 
l i k e  a m88 point and the last term is the perturbative acceleretlon from solar 
rediet ion pressure. The Poyntlng Robertson force is neglected. The C o I W t a n t i 3  in 
I 
I 
I 
I 
eq, 198 are the various gravitational constants f o r  each body concerned and are 
defined SI, the product of the universal gravi ta t ional  constent and the  mas of the 
f 
body. 480 the zonal harmonic coeff ic ients  are given by (J , J2, .) and 
defined i n  term of the assun& potent ia l  function for tbe earth. 
1 
wbcrs sin 6 = e/r, ag i s  the mean equatorial radiuo of the earth and Pn (XI i r  the 
-62- TO W. 3U-LO9 
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t h  
n 
taken together 8s a single propoI%ionality constant. 
a t i ons  the q u a n t i t y 7 B  w i l l  be allowed t o  vary rather than the  whole constant. 
is done for convenience since T B  is  diPrnsionless and is restricted t o  the  interval 
0 < 73 
The c o n s t a n t 7  is the albedo of the effect ive aIVz8 Amd of the spececraft end B IS 8 
constant that depends on the reflection l a w  of the effect ive area. 
order legendre polynOmIa1. !Be constants i n  the Igdiation perturbation can be 
However, i n  forming t h e  var i -  
%is 
1. It I s  thus easily interpreted when corrected by the estimation procedW. 
I I 
Tbe mss of the 
spececraft  is m and c is a constant related t o  the solar constant. 1 
I n  addition t o  the  equatians of motion be- r e s t r i c t ed  by t h e  ODP t o  the  geo- 
cent r ic  form, a further r e s t r i c t ion  is imposed in t h a t  the equations are i n  units of 
kilometers arrd seconds of ti=. Hwever, the soler and planetary ephenrerides are 
given i n  units of astronomical units whi le  the lunar ephemeris is given i n  units of 
earth radii. Therefore, two more constants are i&edded i n  eq. 198, the conversion 
factor A which is tbe nurPber of kilometers i n  an astronomical unit  end R which is  E E 
the number of kilometers in an ear th  radius. 
are assumed perfect ly  accurate and the only way t o  change the  posit ions of t he  moon, 
sun and planets is by changing A 
cer ta in  problems, especially w h e r e  information on astronomical constants is being 
extracted from probe trscking data. However, i n  the version of the  ODP described 
i n  T. M. 33-16s 
on the SssumptlOn t h a t  the ephemerides are perfect ly  ~ccurate. A8 a consequence the 
ear th  radiua % used in the poten t ia l  function for the ear th  is not necessarily the 
881pe number a8 the e a r t h  radius l$ used t o  rca le  the 1W ephemeris. . I n  the program 
% is a fixed constant and any variation i n  the harrPonics of the earth's potent ie l  
function is absorbed en t i r e ly  in the coeff ic ients  J2, J and J4. 
The ephemerides available t o  the  ODP 
and %. This s i tua t ion  i s  unsatisfactory f o r  E 
this is the s i tua t ion  and the derivations presented here are besed 
3 
E 
? 
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Finally to completely specify the equation8 of motion the f o w  of the vectors 
By taking the grlidient of eq. 1% they can be identified eaelly. are required. Bh 
2 ' % (:) (3  - 5 s in  2 6) 6 1 2 - 2  -
3 r 
X - Y  
2 2 5 4  
s i n  6) 3 
(!) (1 - 10 s in  6 + 2 2  8 = -  23 
r 
Before forming the variation in eq. 198 the variation i n  the vector b ( x )  of - -  
eq. 196 i s  derived so that as a result the required variation 45i* can be lpoFe as- 
obtained. Define the matrix H(x) by 
JET PROPULSXGB' LkBORAloRr . -64- 
i 
wherr 6 is the Kronecker delta symbol. 
lbus the variation of eq. 198 is given by 
13 
I 
a 
P r 
m 0 
+ 
-65- 
The variations in the vectoro g are neglected for n > 2 end the muired variatioas 
n 
are obtained fmm equations X K )  and 201. An additional natrh U(r) - is introduced i”% 
such thBt 
U 
E 
. 
The elements of tbe matrix G ( r )  - are given in !lR 32-223, p 81. lote that G(;) is 
a s-trica matrix. 
Also in forming the  Q and ~r matrices the solar M a t i o n  term is sssulped zero 
in the (65 - 65 ) variation. Thefefore, the mtrix ($ - -  /k)from an inspection of 
6 
eq. 208 is given by 
.. 
= u  E ( r ) + J  G ( r ) +  H ( 5 - r )  
2 - % -& - 
It is  necessary to express the Variations 55 , 6: and 6r - in term8 of constants 
0 D - c 
that are available to the ODP before the P r a t r i x  (8ba_) can be written dmm. F i r s t  
of 
consider t b  s c u  of the lunar -fie. 
-66- 
r = R  r (radii) 
-6 E-6 
Then under the previous assumption that 6 r (redli) = 0 the variation in r is -6 -& 
R 
E 
E 
2 3  
p * k  A 
8 S 
and g are expressed in tern of A 
P E 
. By deffaition 
2 
where k is the Gaussian gravitational conetant. Therefore, 
3 u  
i 
a E 
4 
+ 
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3 u  
where the sunmation on 1 occurs for the ~ u n  and the planets. 
spec i f ies  t h e  elements of t h e  matrix (Bag) - as they are given i n  T. H. 33-168. 
Eq. U!, completely 
Two subtleties of the above derivation should be noted. 
F i r s t  the so la r  ephemeris is given not In geocentric coordinstes but instead 
with respect t o  the. earth-mon barycenter. Thus if e i t h e r  or p are chenged the 
geocentric posit ion of the barycenter w i l l  a l so  change as w i l l  the  geocentric 
%I . E  
ephemeris of the sun. Further becsuse the planetary ephenrerides are referred t o  the 
sun, a change i n  the geocentric ephenrerls of the sun will be reproduced in the geo- 
cent r ic  ephemerides of the planets. In other  words equations 213 and 214 should 
rigorously include variat ions in and as w e l l  as the variation i n  A . Hwever, 
M Y E 
these var ia t ions are neglected in accordsnce with the assumption that the geocdntrrc 
ephemerides are perfectly accurate. 
to a l l o w  the  var ia t ion i n  the ephemerides with 
of the ephemerides t o  orbital elelPents of the earth, nncm and planets. 
I n  a more advmced p-raiu it w o u l d  make sense 
along w i t h  tbe sens i t i v i ty  
54 and % 
The second subt le ty  arises from the condition that ~1 andR cannotbe 
E' FLH B 
changed without bounds because if 
mean distance t o  the moon from dynamlcal considerations and a knclvlcdgc of t h e  period 
and IL are given it i s  possible t o  compute the  
% H 
of the moon. 
simply by tbe scaling of the lunar epbenerls. 
However, if R l e  given it is also possible to compute the mean dAstanCe E 
This conatralnt  between R 
could have been incorporated into the derivation of eq. 2lg aS was the similar 
-69- T. W. 3.32- 
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constraint of eq. 215. However, the constraint of eq. U5 must be srttsfied exactly 
as it in e f fec t  defines the astronolPica1 unit. 
i n  the relation between RE 
t b  variations in a ~ .  tbree quantities. 
it is donc in the ODP during the fongtion of the regresoiaa Iratrbc A. 
In contrast there is SQB~C uncertsioty 
snd and a certain flexibility is retained by treating 
' 'E 5 4  
If me v i a s  to apply the canstrsint (eq. 220) 
1/3 
W i t h o u t  the application of the constraint, R 
80 that the forparla for the cnmputatlon of a date type! z is  written 
is  considered 88 an independent variable 
E 
'&erefore, there exists three pfirtial derivatives, 8, b, and C .  
bz 
a =  
E 
bz - 
'k a 
b =  
az - c -  
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How when R l o  conside~ml 6s a dependent variable the forPail8 for z becomes a 
E 
composite function of the fonn 
and there exist two partial derivatives a' and b' which are obtained by uing the 
rule0 for differentiating composite functions. 
R* b ' = b + c  - 
w b e r e  from eq. 220 
1 
! 
2 3 I.?,, 
,' 
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B. Variations in the  Observables 
I n  orcier t o  obtain t h e  matrices A, and % deMns~  by E q .  1'77 it is. 
useful to  return to t h e  def ini t ion o f  t h e  r q e  and range rate vectors of 
rec t ion  XI1 and fora t h e  variations of Eqs. 37 and 38. 
rhus if the variat ionr  in the observables can be expressed in terms of 
then Eqs. 229  an^ 2W proviae the reeret i  elements for the Ax a 2  an^ A 
matrix as coefficients of Ar a m  Ai , 
- 
for t h e  s ta t ion  coordinate dements 
of a h u g h A 8 .  
The variat ion in range is obtainea immediateb from Eq. 39 
P A P = P * A o  - - 
Similarly 4. 40 can be different ia ted t o  o b t a i n A 6 .  
(231) 
or  subst i tut ing the  expression for 
u n i t  range vector & aa def%md in q- 45, t h e  expression for Al, crhplifies to 
p from E q .  231 i n t o  232 8nd using the  
Actually i n  the O W  the Cartesian components of the s t a t ion  vectur f are not 
used as parameters, but instead t h e  geocentric radius R, l a t i t u d e  g* anQ t h e  
longituue X are subject t o  estimation. 
equatorial 8ystem of date so that the components of 5 aro given by 
The reference coordinate system I s  tho 
' JET PROPULSION WBoaAToRP -72- 
Y = R cos g1 sin 9 (235) 
where the sidereal the 0 i s  given by E q .  44. In the station velocity vector 
, the latitude, longitude and radius of the station are assuwcl invariant 
w i t h  time and thus only the angular velocity of rotation w of the earth i s  
hvOlveU as the t h m  derivative of the sidered t h e .  
w z . 8  
Therefore 
(237) 
X = - w Y  
TI= d 
2 - 0  
The variations in E and & are therefore 
\z 
where f r o m  ~ q .  WI A e  = A I  
-73- 
The variations in the m @ e s  are e a s i l y  derived by a technique due to 
Herrick. Write the range vector in the form 
Define two new unit vectors in torma of the above linear coefficients. a 
- A - (- s i n  a ,  COS^ , 01 
It i s  easy to show that &, A and f o w  an orthonormal system. Also Eqs. 
25O,,25l a d  252 can be written as a single vector equation 
A L = A c o s  b A a + g a 6  
and Eq. 249 takes on the form 
Take the scaler product of Eq. 256 with  f irst 4, then 4 and finally 2 
to obtain 
I 
i 
A 0 = ~ - 5 p  
p COS bnR=A - A  e 
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The first of the resulting txpressions Zq. 251 is identical vlth Eq. 23. 
Hawever Bqs. 2% and e9 yield the variations i n  the right ascension Q 
and declination 8 -  The Variation tbe bow angle H i 8  O b t s i a e d  from 
tbe definitive expression Eq. 50 
To obtain the variations I n  the azimuth u and elevation w e  
y It is necessary to write the range vector E in terms of the topocentric 
unit range vector & defined in section IIIB. 
trmsfarmetion equations, -6. 52, 53 and 9 in  matrix notation 
Fir& of all express the 
where the rotat ion matrix A is a function of the geocentric station latitude 
#' and the local sidereal time 0. Tbe elements of A are 
yz = -sin 9 
= cos #' cos 9 5.3 
a - s i n # #  sin0 
a = cos 0 
w 
22 
= cos sin 9 
a23 
8% = 0 
1 
I 
n n S % A p + l \ ~ A i  (zl2) 
where  the ele5ente of sdl% are obtained by differentiating Eqs. Ae 
a 
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21 -a 
au- 
A o p  ( 0 
-76- 
22 -a 
a 12 
0 
%3 -a231 0 
where 
and 
Therefore &q. 2'71 expressed In terms of varlations in the observables and 
statim coordinates l a  
-77- 
snd 
# 
= sin $1 cos CI sin u - sin o cos u Ax 
M 
A 
AZ = -COB #' S h  u 
sin $1 sin o sin Q + COB O COS u 
Y 
N 
+ Qos $ 8  cos 0 cos y 
n/ L - 
D = sin 7 I cos u sin 81 sin o - sin u cou oJ 
Y 
+ cos 9' sin 0 cos '7 
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w h i l e  3 and & are given by 
Y 
L = cos sin ;I - sin $ 1  cos 7 cos 0 ( 2 9 5 )  $2 
71 
cy 
= s i n  8 [ s i n  8' cos 7 cos 0 - cos gt s i n  
LFu, 
- cos e cos 7 s in  0 ( 296 
N 
- sin e cos 7 s i n  0 
cy 
= o  Le, 
C. Inversion of t h e  State  T r a n s i t i o n  Matrix 
The formula Eq. 187 fo r  the computation of the parameter sens i t iv i ty  
matrix V requires the  inverse of the s ta te  t rans i t ion  matrix U. As t h e  time t 
from the epoch to increases the matrix U becomes more and more ill-conditioned and 
a s t ra ight  forward numerical inversion of U can result i n  a considerable loss in 
the significance of i t s  inverse. Fortunately under cer ta in  applicable conditions 
the matrix can be inverted by inspection and it i s  the purpose of t h i s  section to 
define the necessary conditions under which t h i s  can be done. 
i t  
0 
Me wish to express our appruciation to J.B. McGuire for pointing out t h a t  t h i s  
inversion by inspection is possible. Also the  derivations, par t icular ly  the proof 
3f m-ocrsm 2 - ,  were la,rm=7y =n@p-4+& ----- - by SQSs ~Lr!!llhlisha? m r k  ef O.K, &.!it&. 0'- - s -  i / \  1 
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Theorem 1. 
Consiuer the system of differential equations 
a!l! d t  = e(t) u; U(t 0 ) = I ( 299 1 
where U ana 8 are 6 x 6 matrices and I i s  the  unit matrix. Now partition U 
and 6 into 3 x 3 submatrices as follows: 
Then if the submatrices of Q obey the conditions that 
T en = - ez2 
t h e  inverse of the solution matrix u i s  given by 
I 
i- 
. 
a 
- Proof 
Introduce the matrix 
E Z C - : : ~  
where e i s  a 3 x 3 unit matrix. 
Then : 
and 
-80- 
(304) 
by the Conditions imposed on 8 
(Eel= (EelT ( 307 l 
( U T r n )  = (&QUIT ( 308 l 
T or rnultipwng the differential. equation by U E and equating the resulting matrix 
with its transpose yields 
because ET = -E it follows that 
(310) 
'de recognize this expression as the derivat*ve of  (UTEU). 
cons tan t  giv'en by 
Thus (UTEv)  is a 
$EU = U T ( t  ) EU(to) = E ( 3 n  1 
0 
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T Because E E = I 
and 
ETUTEU - I 
T T  T U - l = E  U E = - E U E  
-81- 
Perfonning the indicated multiplications proves the  theorem. 
SDace Fixed Cartesian Coordinateg 
We Kill cow show that cartesian position and velocity coordinates 
satis@ the conktione of Theorem 1. for certain dynamical systems, in particular 
for motion in a f i e l d  describable by a potential function. The following theorern 
is  suff ic ient  to establish this result. 
Theorem 2. --
Let (3, IC,,,,, 3, 3, I$ 5,) be a set of Fndependent coordinates such - 
that for a given dynamicdl system the equations of motion are of the form: 
the inverse of the matrix 
Is given by 
-82- 
The symbol (ars) represents the matrix with elements ars and (xl0, &a, so, 
3*, ka, $) is the value of the coordinates at time to. 
- Proof 
All that is required is to show that conditions (m), (301) and (302) of 
Theorem I., are satisfied. Because of independence the 8 11 and subraatrices of 
the Q matrix are 
us0 f r o m  ( 6 )  
Thus 
T eu = - ea 
T 
%2 
O P  
12 
c 
-83- 
4. ( 3 3 )  because 
Suppose now that the motion can be described by a potential fhnction 
Q so that i n  cartesian coordinates 
men 
3 
?lk- 
and - are continuous, condition r Therefore at a l l  points where -
(313) of  Theorem 2. holds. 
ilk* 
ax 
8 *r 
Also i f  condition (312) i s  satisfied the matrix U 
can be inverted as indicated. 
a space probe not subject to velocity dependent accelerations. 
"his is  precisely the situation for the motion of 
JDA/cw:bmc:Ub 
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